Collect - Manage - Analyse
A system designed to be configured by you and meet your individual needs to collect, manage and analyse your data.

Benefits
Secure and robust - we manage the servers and
backups, so that you don’t have to
Completely configurable by your authorised users
Design surveys and registers to collect your data
Allows different users to only access the functions and
data they require
Search, filter and report on data in ways that add
meaning to your users
Analyse your data using built-in tools including pre and
post, significant change and qualitative word analyses
Create charts, graphics and word clouds to display your
information
Provide simple ways for your clients to complete
registration and survey forms or send in feedback
User-friendly and intuitive interface
Best value database solution for non-profits
Personal, expert support service available*

Affordable, personal support services available on a pay-asyou-use basis covering initial set up, data migration,
consultancy, survey design, user training and ranging from a
full implementation service to answering your queries.

Features
Track, manage and communicate with your clients.
Allow clients, beneficiaries, volunteers, partners and staff to
record information and feedback on your projects.
Configure workflows to define when you collect what data
Capture data anywhere with our offline apps and sync with
the database when next online.
Attach indicators to your data and display on a live scorecard
Visual dashboards show the information your users need
Dynamic, easily modified forms, reports, analyses and charts
Analysis package to explore beneficiary change, significant
differences as well as qualitative word analyses
Trigger actions to send email alerts and create user tasks
Invite clients to complete forms by email, or use Touch to
create a simple menu of client actions
Attach documents to project records
Create unlimited records, custom fields, charts and reports and
receive unlimited survey responses.
Live, simple to setup and share charts, reports and
scorecards

** The Touch interface provides a simple menu allowing
clients to complete surveys, send feedback and manage their
details

goProve is in use across four continents and our clients manage thousands of beneficiary records across hundreds of delivery
projects, provide tailored reports and dashboards to stakeholders and use the information to prove and improve their projects.
Our clients include Red Cross and Friendship Bridge

Go to www.goprove.org for much more information

Contact us at info@goprove.org

